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Let R be an associative ring with 1. A left R-module M is RD-injectiue 
(RD stands for relatively divisible) if every homomorphism A + M can be 
extended to a homomorphism B + M whenever A is an RD-purr 
submodule of B, that is, whenever A is a submodule of B such that ~4 = 
.4 n r-B for any I’ E R [ZO]. In this paper we study RD-injective modules 
over arbitrary rings R with a particular attention to the case in which R is 
commutative, and then apply our results to the study of pure-injective 
modules over Priifer rings and valuation rings. Over these rings the 
RD-pure submodules are exactly the pure ones, where purity is defined in 
the usual way, that is, in the sense of Cohn [2], War-field [20] and 
Gruson-Jensen [lo]; in particular the RD-injective modules over these 
rings are exactly the algebraically compact modules. 
In the first Section we adapt the technique employed by Gruson and 
Jensen in the study of the derived functors of the functor lim[9], [lo] to - 
the study of RD-injective modules. The technique consists in embedding 
the category R-Mod into the category of all additive functors from a 
suitable small preadditive category to the category Ab of abelian groups. 
To do this we make use of some ideas contained in an unpublished paper 
of Warlield [22]. 
In the second and third section we define and study some particular 
Jiltrations  modules over arbitrary commutative rings R. The submodules 
of these filtrations are indexed in the set of all principal ideals of R (for the 
exact definition see Sect. 2). The theory of these filtrations i very similar to 
the theory of valuated abelian groups due to Richman, Walker and others 
[ 15, 161. As in the case of valuated groups, every filtration a module M 
is induced in a natural way by a suitable module containing M. Moreover 
the R-modules endowed with a filtration form a preabelian category which 
we denote by R-Filt (the category of valuated groups is also preabelian.) 
Our category R-Filt is naturally embedded in the category of all additive 
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RELATIVELY INJECTIVE 3x1 
functors described above. A module M admits a unique filtration if and 
only if it is divisible. Here by divisible we mean that for every Y E R and 
XEM, Ann, r G Ann,x implies x E rM. This definition of divisible module 
differs from the usual definition adopted for modules over nondomains, but 
coincides with the usual one for modules over domains and seems much 
more natural in this context. For instance, a module is injective if and only 
if it is RD-injective and divisible. 
In the fourth section we study the link between filtered modules and 
RD-injectivity. Every filtered module has a filtered envelope (see the 
definition in Sect. 4), which is an RD-injective module. And every RD- 
injective module is the filtered envelope of a direct sum of cyclic filtered 
R-modules. The usual theorems on the refinements of the decompositions 
hold. 
In the last two sections we apply our results to the study of pure-injective 
modules over Priifer and valuation rings. Over a Priifer ring purity and 
RD-purity coincide [23]. We study and completely classify the indecom- 
posable pure-injective modules over these rings and describe their structure 
in detail. 
We employ the standard notations and terminology. If R is any ring, 
R-Mod and Mod-R denote the categories of all left and right R-modules, 
respectively. A valzzation ring (not necessarily a domain) is a commutative 
ring whose ideals are linearly ordered under inclusion. A Priifer ring is a 
commutative ring (not necessarily a domain) whose localizations at the 
maximal ideals are valuation rings. The symbol (A :c B) denotes the set of 
all elements XE C such that xB z ,4 (whenever a multiplication between 
elements of B and C is defined.) In particular for any R-module M and 
ideal Iin R we set (O:.M)=Ann.M=(3CERIXM=O) and (0:.&J= 
Ann &[1= (.Y E M j Ix = 0 ). An R-module M (or an ideal) is faitlzfid if 
Ann,ilf = 0. If M is any R-module, E,(M) denotes the injective envelope of 
M; if I is an ideal in R and IM= 0, then E,,,(M) =0 :ER,,k,) I. 
The author is indebted to Luigi Salce for his helpful comments and 
references. 
1. PURITY AND PURE-INJECTIVITY 
All rings R in this paper are associative with 1. Let S be a class of left 
R-modules. A short exact sequence 0 -+ A -b B --+ C + 0 is S-pure if for all 
ME S the sequence 0 -+ Hom(M, A) ---f Hom(M, B) --+ Hom(M, C) + 0 is 
exact. A module N is S-pure-injective if for any S-pure exact sequence 
O-+A-tB-+C-+O, the sequence 0 -+ Hom( C, N) --f Hom(B, N) -+ 
Hom(.4, N) -+ 0 is exact [20, IS]. 
If we fix S= FP, where FP is the class of all finitely presented left 
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R-modules, a short exact sequence 0 +A+B+C+O is FP-pure if and 
only if for any right R-module F the sequence 0 -+ FQ A -+ F@ B+ 
F@ C + 0 is exact, and a module N is FP-pure-injective if and only if it is 
algebraicall-v compact, that is, if every system of linear equations finitely 
soluble in N is soluble in N [20, Theorem 21. This is the main case of 
S-purity, and therefore an FP-pure sequence is simply called a pure 
sequence, and FP-pure-injective modules are called pure-injectives without 
the prefix FP. 
If we fix S= RD, where RD = (R/Rr 1 r E R), and a submodule A of the 
left R-module B, the short exact sequence 0 + A --f B+ B/A + 0 is 
RD-pure if and only if rA = A n rB for any r E R [20, Proposition 21. The 
prefix RD stands for “relatively divisible” and RD-pure-injectives will be 
referred to as RD-injectives. 
The following proposition, which characterizes RD-injective modules 
when the ring R is commutative, is essentially contained in an unpublished 
paper of Warfield [22, Corollary 11. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring, and let M be an 
R-module. The folloGng conditions are equivalent: 
(a) M is RD-injectiue. 
(b) M is isomorphic to a direct summand of an R-module nI,, R E,. 
where E, is an injective module over the ring R(Rr for every r E R. 
Proof: If M is RD-injective, let E, denote the injective envelope of 
MjrM as an R/Rr-module. The composite mapping of the projection 
M+ MjrM and the embedding M/r-M-, E, is an R-module 
homomorphism .f,: M -+ E, for every r E R. Let f: M -+ n,., R E, denote the 
diagonal map of the f,‘s, rE R. Since f, is injective for r = 0, f is injective 
too. Moreover f embeds M as an RD-pure submodule of n,., R E,, because 
ifsER, .u~Mandf(x)~fiM)ns~~.~E,, thenf,(x)EsE,={O), that is, 
XE ker x5 = sA4. It follows that f is a split monomorphism, because M is 
RD-injective. 
In order to prove the converse, it is sufficient to show that E, is an 
RD-injective R-module for every r E R and every injective R/Rr-module E,. 
This follows immediately from the fact that if A is an RD-pure submodule 
of B then AjrA is an RjRr-submodule of B/rB. 
It is possible to prove that if R is a commutative ring, then the class of 
all (FP-)pure short exact sequences coincides with the class of all RD-pure 
short exact sequences if and only if the ring R is Prfifer, that is, if the 
localization at each maximal ideal of R is a valuation ring [23, p. 1701. 
Therefore over a Priifer ing, a module is algebraically compact if and only 
if it is RD-injective. 
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Let us go back to the general case, where R is any (not necessarily 
commutative) ring and S is an arbitrary class of left R-modules. If A is a 
left R-module, a module D is an S-pure-injectiue nvelope of A if (1) there 
is an S-pure short exact sequence 0 + A + D -+ D/A + 0, (2) D is S-pure- 
injective, (3) there is no nonzero submodule B of D such that A n B = 0 
and the sequence 0 -+ A -+ D/B -+ D/( A + B) --+ 0 is S-pure. 
If S c FP, that is, if all the modules in the class S are finitely presented, 
we construct a set S* of right R-modules in the following way: since 
Scr FP, there exists a subset So of S such that every element of S is 
isomorphic to an element of S,; now for every module ME S, we choose a 
set {xi ) i = 1, . . . . n> of generators and a set (C, ryx, = 0 1 j = 1, . . . . k; of 
relations, such that M is defined by these generators and these relations; let 
M* be the right R-module with generators {II, / j= 1, . . . k) and relations 
CC, ?;ry = 0 / i= 1, . . . . n>; let S* be the set of all these right modules M*, 
one for each ME S,, and all the free right R-modules R”, n > 0. 
LEMMA 1.2 [22, Lemma 11. Suppose SC FP. A short exact sequence 
0 -+ A -+ B -+ C + 0 of left R-modules is S-pure if and on/~3 ij” the sequence 
O+M*@0,4+M*@B+M*@C--+0 is exactfor every M*ES*. 
The proof is similar to the proof of [20, Proposition 31. Note that M* 
and S* are not uniquely determined by M and S. Moreover note that in 
Lemma 1.2 the condition that all the modules R”, n > 0, are in S* is not 
necessary, but it will be needed later. 
Now let Y* be the full subcategory of Mod-R whose objects are the 
elements of S*, and let (Y*, Ab) be the category of all additive functors of 
the small preadditive category Y* into the category Ab of all abelian 
groups. The category (,4”*, Ab) is a Grothendieck category. Now we define 
a functor -a: R-Mod -+ (Y*, Ab) by A H+A for every object A of 
R-Mod; here -0-4 is the object of (9*, Ab) defined by M* H M* OR A for 
every M* E S*. By Lemma 1.2 a short exact sequence 0 -+ A -+ B --+ C + 0 
in R-Mod is S-pure if and only if the sequence 0 + +A + -@B - *C + 0 
in (9’*, Ab) is exact. 
The next Theorem (and its proof) are the analogues of [lo, Prop. 1.23. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose ScFP. An object F of (Y*, Ab) is injective if
and only if the functor F is naturally isomorphic to -OR N for some S-pure- 
injective left R-module N. 
Proof. Suppose F is injective. We claim that if X---f Y-t Z --f 0
is an exact sequence in Mod-R and X, Y, ZE S*, then the sequence of 
abelian groups F(x)+ F(Y)-+ F(Zj-+O is exact. If X+ Y-t Z-t0 is 
an exact sequence of right R-modules and X, Y, ZE S*, then the 
sequence 0 -+ Hom,(Z, M*) -+ Hom,( Y, I%&*) -+ Hom,(X, M*) is exact for 
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every M* E S*, that is, 0 + Hom,(Z, -) --f Hom,( Y, -) + Hom,(X, -) is 
an exact sequence in (9*, Ab). Since F is injective in (9’*, Ab) the 
functor Horn ,Y*,Ab)(-, F) is exact, and therefore the sequence of abelian 
groups Homc9*,AbjWom,dX -), F) --f Homc,.,Ab,iHomRi Y, -1, F) -, 
Horn , (9*,Ab,(Hom,JZ, --), F) +O is exact. By the Yoneda Lemma, this 
means that the sequence of abelian groups F(X) + F( Y) --) F(Z) -+O is 
exact and proves the claim. 
Since R, ES*, F(R) is an abelian group N. Moreover F induces a ring 
homomophism End,,( RR) --) End,& F( R)), that is, a ring homomorphism 
R + End,(N); this means that N has a left R-module structure. Since F is 
additive, there is a canonical isomorphism F(R”) r R” OR N for every n > 0. 
Now choose an exact sequence R” + Rk -+ M* + 0 for every M* E S*. The 
three modules of this sequence are in S*, and therefore by the first 
paragraph of the proof both rows of the diagram 
F(R”) + F(Rk) + F(M*) +O 
Ii Ii 
R”@N+R’QN+M*@N+O 
are exact. Therefore there is an isomorphism F(M*) z M* @ N for every 
M* E S*, and verifying that this isomorphism is natural is an easy exercise. 
In order to show that N is S-pure-injective, fix an S-pure short exact 
sequence 0 + A + B -+ C+ 0. By Lemma 1.2 the sequence 0 + +A + 
-+B ++C+ 0 is exact in (Y*, Ab). But Fr *N is injective, so that 
the sequence 0 -+ Hom~,..A,,(-QC, +3N) + Homcye,Abl(-OB, -ONI + 
Hom(,,,,,,((@A, -ON) + 0 is exact. In particular the sequence 
0 + Horn R( C, N) + Hom,( B, N) -+ Horn ,,J A, N) + 0 is exact. This proves 
that N is S-pure-injective. 
Conversely, let N be an S-pure-injective R-module, and consider the 
functor -OR N. Since (9’*, Ab) is a Grothendieck category, +QR N is a 
subobject of an injective object G of (y*, Ab). By the first part of this 
theorem G 2 -OR N’ for some S-pure-injective R-module N’. Therefore 
there is a natural transformation -OR N-,-OR N’ such that the 
corresponding morphisms M* 0 N--f M* ON’ are manic for every 
ic.I* E S*. It follows by Lemma 1.2 that N embeds as an S-pure submodule 
into N’. Since N is S-pure-injective, the monomorphism N + N’ splits; 
hence the functor -OR N is a direct summand of the functor G z-@~ N 
and is injective. 
We conclude this section with some remarks. 
First, from Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 it immediately follows that if 
SE FP, then everJ7 R-module has an S-pure-injective nvelope, which is uni- 
que up to isomorphism [22, Theorem 11. It is obtained in the following 
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way: if A is a left R-module, then the object -OR A of (Y*, Ab) has an 
injective nvelope in (Y*, Ab), which is isomorphic to -OR D for some 
S-pure-injective module D (Theorem 1.3); the module D is the S-pure- 
injective envelope of A. [PvooJ: A is S-pure in D because M* 0 A < 
M* @ D for every M* ES*. Moreover, if B is a submodule of D such that 
A n B = 0, 71: D -+ D/B is the canonical projection and A is S-pure in D/B. 
then -OR z: +QR D --+-OR D/B is a morphism in (Y*, Ab) which com- 
posed with the embedding -@I~ E: -OR A -+ aR D gives a monomorphism 
-@R (7~). Since -OR E is an essential monomorphism in (Y*, Ab), -OR 71 is 
manic and B=O.] 
A second remark is that the functor aRp: R-Mod --+ (Y*, Ab) gives an 
equivalence between the full subcategory Xs of R-Mod whose objects are 
the S-pure-injective ‘left R-modules and the full subcategory of all injective 
objects of the Grothendieck category (Y*, Ab) (Theorem 1.3). By [‘i, 
Chap. I, Proposition 141 the category (Y*, Ab) is equivalent to the 
category X-as constructed as follows: the objects of XYs are the R-module 
homomorphisms between two S-pure-injective left R-modules; if d: 
M, -+ M2 and d: M’, -+ JJ; are two objects of X4,, Horn,,,,.-cl, d’j is 
the abelian group ((4 P) I ct E Hom.(M,, M;), /I E Hom,(Mz, &), 
I(Jd=d’a)j{(hd,fl) 1 h~Horn~(M~,M;), /?~Horn.(M~, &Ii), /3d=d’hdj,, It 
follows that the category (9*, Ab) does not depend (up to equivalence oj 
categories) on the choice of S”. We had constructed a set S* from the class 
S, and the choice of S* was not canonical; nevertheless the category 
(Y*, Ab) does not depend on the choice of S*, up to equivalence of 
categories. 
By Gabriel’s same result [7, Chap. I, Proposition 141 the category 
(Y*, Ab) does not depend (up to equivalence of categories) on the class 
SE FP, but only on the class of all S-pure short exact sequences. For 
instance, we have already remarked that if R is a Priifer commutative ring. 
then a short exact sequence is RD-pure if and only if it is (FP-)pure; 
therefore in this case the categories (94%?*, Ab) and (99*, Ab) are 
equivalent (here .&‘9* and 99’* are the obvious small full subcategories of 
Mod-R.) 
Finally, recall the definition of “hull” in Ziegler [25, p. 1601: if A4 is a 
pure-injective module and A is a subset of M, then H(A) is called a hull of 
A in A4 if 
(aj H(A) is a direct summand of IV, 
(b) if B is a direct summand of M and A s B G H(A), then B = H(A). 
In our context it is possible to prove that hulls exist and are unique up 
to isomorphism with a different method from Ziegler’s one: if M is a pure- 
injective module and A is a subset of M, then there is a smallest functor F 
which is a subobject of -OR M in (BY*, Ab) and such that A c F(R). 
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Then H(A) is any submodule of M such that -@H(A) is an injective 
envelope of F in (99*, Ab). 
2. FILTRATIONS 
In this section all rings are commutative. If R is a commutative ring, let 
R* denote its monoid of divisibility: R* is the set of all principal ideals of R 
under ideal multiplication. Specifically, if Y, SE R, we set Rr= r*, 
R* = {r* 1 r~ R) and r*s* = (rs)*. 
One generally considers the monoid R* to be partially ordered by 
reverse inclusion: r* <s* if Rr 2 Rs, for r, s E R. For instance, when R is a 
valuation domain, R* with the reverse inclusion < is order isomorphic to 
G+u {co}, where G + is the positive cone of the value group G of R. 
Anyhow, in order to avoid ambiguity, we shall never employ the symbol < 
to denote reverse inclusion, but we shall always write r* 2 s* for Rr 2 Rs, 
i.e., when r divides s. 
Note that R* is a lattice if R is a Bezout ring [II, Corollary 3.21. (A 
Bkzout ring is a commutative ring in which every finitely generated ideal is 
principal. ) 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring, M be an R-module and 
Y(M) denote the lattice of all submodules of M: Y(M) = {N / N< M). 
An R*-filtration on M (a filtration for short) is a mapping 4: R* -+ L?(M) 
such that 
(i) if r*, s* E R* and r* z s*, then d(r*) c&s*); 
(ii) &O*)= {O), &l*)=M; 
(iii) r&s*) c &r*s*) for all r, s E R. 
If 4 is an R*-filtration on IV, we say that the ordered pair (M, 4) is an 
R*-filtered module (or simply a jZtered module). 
It is easy to prove that (i) and (iii) together are equivalent to 
(i’) If r, s, te R and rsE Rt, then r&s*) E d(t*). 
Moreover (ii) and (iii) imply that rMc cj(r*) for every r E R. 
EXAMPLES. (1) For any R-module M there is a natural filtration u,,,, on 
M given by v,&r* ) = rM for all r E R. 
(2) If M is a submodule of N and 4 is a filtration on N then $hf 
defined by cj,(r*) = q5(r*) n M for all r E R is a filtration on M. In this case 
we say that 4M is the filtration on M induced by the filtration 4. 
(3) If M is a submodule of N, a filtration 4 on N induces a filtration 
dNlli on N/M defined by dN,,,Jr*) = &r*) + kf/M for all r E R. 
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Our next theorem shows that every filtration is induced by the natural 
filtration f a suitable RD-injective overmodule. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a module over a commutative ring R and let 4 
be a filtration on M. Then there exists an RD-injective R-module N contain- 
ing M such that &r*) = rN n M for all r E R. 
Proof Since rMcd(r*) for every rE R, the module M/&r*) is an 
R/Rr-module. Let E, be the injective envelope of the R/Rr-module 
M/&r*), and let f,: M -+ E, be the composite mapping of the canonical 
projection M+ M/d(r*) with the embedding M/d(r*) + E,. Let N be the 
direct product JJrGR E, and let f: M -+ N be the diagonal map of the fi's. 
Thenfis a monomorphism, so that M can be regarded as a submodule of 
N via k and N is RD-injective by Proposition 1.1. To conclude the proof 
we shall show that f(d(r*)) = rN n f(M) for any r E R, i.e., that if x E M 
then .X E $(r*) if and only if f(x) E rN. This is equivalent to prove that 
IE d(P) if and only if f,(x) E rE, for all SER. If f,(x)E rE, for all SE R, 
then s + d(r*) = f,(x) E rE, = {0), that is, x E t$(r*). Conversely suppose 
that s E &r*) and lix s E R. Consider the R,/Rs-module homomorphism 
Rr + Rs/Rs -+ E, defined by ar + Rs H f,(ax) for all a E: R. It is well defined, 
because ar E Rs implies ax E ad(r*) G 4(s*) = ker f,~ Since E, is an injective 
R/Rs-module, the homomorphism can be extended to R,iRs -+ E,y, i.e., there 
exists JJE E, such that f,(ax) = ary for every a E R. In particular -f,(x) = 
rJ’E rE,. This proves the theorem. 
The set of all the filtrations on an R-module M is partially ordered by 
setting b<$ if d(r*)E$(r*) for each r*E R*. It is easily verified that the 
natural filtration uM is the smallest element of this partially ordered set, 
that the filtration a-M defined by o>.+,(r*) = (x E M 1 Ann x 2 Ann r) for all 
r E R is the largest filtration on M, and that the intersection of any set of 
filtrations is a filtration. Hence the set of all the filtrations on M is a 
complete bounded lattice. 
Let M be a module over a commutative ring R. We say that M is 
divisible if for every r E R and .X E M, Ann, r c Ann, .Y implies x E rM. (This 
is equivalent to the usual definition when R is a domain.) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a module over a comtnutative ring R and let E(M) 
be the injective envelope of M. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) M is divisible. 
(b) Exti( R/Rr, M) = 0 for every r E R. 
(c) There exists a unique filtration M. 
(d) E(M) is the RD-injective envelope of M. 
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ProoJ: (a) o (b). ExtX(R/Rr, M) = 0 if and only if every 
R-homomorphism Rr + M extends to R -+ M. Now every homomorphism 
Rr + M corresponds to an element x of M such that Ann, r E Ann,x; and 
Rr -+ M extends to R + M if and only if x E rM. 
(a)*(c) If M is divisible, then for every rER and x~M, 
Ann,rGAnn.x if and only if xErM; therefore (x~A4l Ann,sz 
Ann, r} = rM, i.e., We = u.~~. It foll ows that the lattice of the filtrations on
M contains one filtration. 
(c) * (d) If there exists a unique filtration on M, the filtration induced 
on M by the natural filtration of E(M) coincides with the natural filtration 
on AT, that is, r,!?(M) n M= rM for every r E R. Therefore M is RD-pure in 
E(M). The statement (d) follows immediately. 
(d)*(a) Suppose (d) holds and fix r E R and xeM with 
Ann, r cAnn,x. Then there exists an R-module homomorphism 4: 
Rr -E(M) such that &r)=x, and this extends to a homomorphism $: 
R + E(M). Then x=4(r) = e(r) = r$( 1) E rE(M) n M= rM because M is 
RD-pure in E(M). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Over a commutative ring R a moduule is injective ifand 
0~11~~ if it is RD-injective and divisible. 
Note that by Lemma 2.2 a commutative ring R has the property that 
every R-module is divisible if and only if Extk(R/Rr, -) = 0 for every r E R, 
i.e., if and only if R is a von Neumann regular ring. 
Also note that if the commutative ring R is a Priifer ring, then M is 
divisible if and only if it is FP-injective [19], that is, Extk(p, M)=O for 
every finitely presented module F. In particular over a Priifer ring, a 
module is injective if and only if it is divisible and semicompact [19, 
Proposition 2.51. This extends a result due to Matlis [12, Propositions 2 
and 31. 
3. THE CATEGORY R-FILT 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring and let (M, q6), (N, $) be 
filtered R-modules. A filtered morphism f: (M, 4) + (N, $) is an R-module 
homomorphism f: M-t N such that f(&r*)) c Il/(r*) for all r* E R*. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a commutative ring R, the filtered left R-modules 
with the filtered morphisms form a category R-Filt, which is preabelian, 
complete and cocomplete. 
ProoJ Most of the proof consists of trivial verifications which will be 
omitted. If (M,, 4n), A E ,4, is a family of filtered R-modules, its direct sum 
in the category R-Filt is ( @A MA, 4) where @A M, is the direct sum of the 
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modules M,, 1 E A, and d is defined by &F*) = Or. $,,(r*) d 0; M, for 
every r* E R*. 
Let us identify the kernels and cokernels in R-Filt. Let .f: (M, $) + 
(N, $) be a filtered morphism. If ker f < A4 is the kernel of the R-module 
homomorphism f: M -+ N, then the kernel off in R-Filt is the embedding 
ker f -+ M where ker f is given the filtration induced by the filtration d, of 
M. Similarly, the cokernel of f in R-Filt is the canonical projection 
N -+ N/j.(M) where N/f(M) is given the filtration induced by the filtration 
II/ of N. 
It is easy to verify that a filtered morphism f: (M, 4) -+ (N, $) is manic 
in R-Filt if and only if the mapping f: M -+ N is injective, and it is epi in 
R-Filt if and only if the mappingf: M -+ N is surjective. Therefore not all 
monies are kernels, and R-Filt is not an abelian category. 
The reader expert in abelian groups will realize the similarity between 
this theory and the theory of valuated groups due to Richman, Walker 
[15, 161 and others. Valuated groups arise in a completely different 
context. 
There is an obvious forgetful functor U: R-Filt -+ R-Mod. The functor U 
has a left-adjoint F: R-Mod -+ R-Filt given by F(M) = (M, u,), where u,,~ is 
the natural filtration on M. This merely means that for any filtered 
R-module (N, d), every R-homomorphism M -+ N is a filtered morphism 
(A{? u,,~) -+ (N, 4). The functor U also has a right-adjoint G: R-Mod -+ 
R-Filt given by G(M)= (M, o,~~), where roLsI is the largest filtration on Af 
(Sect. 2). This means that for any filtered R-module (N, 4) every 
homomorphism N + M is a filtered morphism (N, d) -+ (M, Waft). 
Recall that an object C of a preadditive category is irljectiw (resp. in&c- 
tiue with respect o kernels) if for every morphism f: A + C and every 
manic h: A -+ B (resp. every kernel h: A --f B of some morphism B -+ 0) 
there exists g: B + C such that f = gh. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (M, q5) be an object of the category R-Filt. 
(a) (M, 4) is injective inR-Filt [f and only if M is injective inR-Mod 
and 4 is the natural filtration M. 
(b) If (M, q5) is injective with respect o kernels in R-Filt, then M is as 
RD-injective R-module and q5 is the natural ,filtration on M. 
Proof If (M, 4) is injective in R-Filt, let E(M) denote the injective 
envelope of M in R-Mod, o the largest filtration on E(M), and E: 
M --+ E( Mj the embedding. Then E is a filtered morphism because CO is the 
largest filtration. Since (M, 4) is injective, there exists a filtered morphisrn 
f: E( Ai) -+ M such that f& is the identity of M. It follows that A4 is a direct 
summand of E(Ai), and therefore M = E(M). But an injective module 
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admits only one filtration (Lemma 2.2) so that 4 is the natural filtration 
on M. 
Conversely, if M is injective in R-Mod and q’~ is the natural filtation, in
order to show that (M, 4) is injective it is sufficient to note that every 
homomorphism f: N-t M is filtered for every filtered module (N, $) 
because q5 = o. 
For the proof of (b) follow the same pattern, but take the 
monomorphism f: M --f N of Theorem 2.1 (instead of E: M+ E(M)), and 
the natural filtration uN on N, so that f is a kernel. 
Later we shall see that the converse of (b) also holds (Corollary 3.4). 
Now set RD = (R/Rr ( r E RI. If 99 is the full subcategory of R-Mod 
whose objects are the elements of RD, construct the Grothendieck category 
(959, Ab) of all additive functors of the small preadditive category 99 into 
the category Ab of abelian groups. Define a functor 27 R-Filt + (9’9, Ab) 
in the following way: if (h4, 4) is an object of R-Filt, let T(M, 4): 29 -+ Ab 
be the functor such that 
(I) T(M, b)(R/Rr) = M/+(r*) for every rE R; 
(2) if CI: R/Rr + R/Rs is a morphism in 99 and a E R is such that 
~(1 + Rr) = a + Rs, then T(b4, d)(m): T(M, d)(R/Rr) + T(M, d)(R/Rs) is 
the group homomorphism M/$(r*) --) M/&s*) induced by the multi- 
plication by a (note that are Rs in order that CI be well defined, SO that 
a&r*) C d(s*)). 
Iff: (it4, 4) -+ (N, $) is a filtered morphism, let T(f): T(M. 4) -+ T(N, II/) 
be the natural transformation which assigns to each object R/Rr of 99 the 
group homomorphism T(f‘) R,Rr : M/&r*) + N/$(r*) induced by $ It is 
trivial to verify that T is a functor of R-Filt into (Wg, Ab). Moreover: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The functor T: R-Filt + (,%S, Ab) is fill and faithful. 
ProojI It is faithful because if T(f) = 0, thenS= T(f )R = 0. In order to 
show that T is full, let 9: T(M, 9) -+ T(N, II/) be a natural transformation 
with (M, q5), (N, II/) objects of R-Filt. For every r E R the naturality of q 
applied to the canonical projection p: R + R/Rr gives T(N, $)(p) a qR = 
qKIRr o T(M, 4)(p). But T(M, 4)(p) is the canonical projection M-+ M/d(r*) 
and T(N, II/)(p) is the canonical projection N-+ N/$(r*). Therefore qR,& iS 
the homomorphism M/&r*) + N/$(r*) induced by qR: M-+ N. This 
shows that g = T(qR) and that T is full. 
Note that if f: (M, q5)+ (N, $) . 1s a filtered morphism, then T(f) is 
manic if and only iff is a kernel in R-Filt. 
COROLLARY 3.4. .4 filtered R-module (M, I$) is injective with respect to 
kernels ipl R-Filt if and only if M is RD-injective and 4 is the natural 
filtration on M. 
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ProoJ: The “only if’ part is Proposition 3.2. Conversely, if M is RD- 
injective, the functor +M4 is injective in the category (%‘9*, Ab) by 
Theorem 1.3. Here the category 99* is the category whose objects are the 
modules in the set RD and the free modules R”, IZ >O. It immediately 
follows that the categories (9E?*, Ab) and (929, Ab) are naturally 
equivalent. Therefore +M is an injective object in (W9, Ab). But if T: 
R-Filt + ($29, Ab) is the functor of Proposition 3.3, -@M is isomorphic to 
T(M, 4), where 4 is the natural filtration. Therefore T(M, 4) is injective in 
(AS, Ab). If h: (N,, $,) -+ (N2, ti2) is the kernel of some morphism in 
R-Filt, then T(h) is manic in (29, Ab), so that iff: (N,, I)~) -+ (M, 4) is a 
morphism in R-Filt, T(f)= ~0 T(h) for some v]: T(N,, $2) -+ T(M, $). 
Since T is full and faithful, the corollary follows immediately. 
We conclude this section with an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1.3. 
C~ROLLARV 3.5. An object of (W9, Ab) is itzjective f and only if it is 
isomorphic to T(M, v) for some RD-injective module hii endowed with the 
natural filtration v. 
4. FILTERED ENVELOPES 
Let R be a commutative ring and let (M, d) be a filtered R-module. A 
filtered envelope of (111, 4) is a filtered module (N, u) with the following 
properties: 
(a) N is an RD-injective module containing M, 
(b) u is the natural filtration N; 
(c) v induces the filtration 0 on M; 
(d) if (N’, v’) is another filtered module with the properties (a), (b), 
and (c), then there exists an RD-pure monomorphism N -+ N’ which is the 
identity on M. 
It is obvious that (N, u) is a filtered envelope of (M, 4) if and only if 
T(N, v) is the injective nvelope of T(M, 4) in the Grothendieck category 
(29, Ab). Hence every filtered module (M, 4) has a filtered envelope, 
unique to within isomorphism. Trivially, if A4 is any R-module and (b is the 
natural filtration on n/r, then the filtered envelope of (M, $) is exactly the 
RD-injective envelope of M (see the first remark at the end of Sect. 1). 
A family {M, 1 1 E iI> of nonzero submodules of a module N is indepen- 
dent if its sum is direct: XI M, = en M,. If N is an RD-injective module, 
we say that a family {MA 1 A E II } of nonzero submodules of N is 
RD-independent if the family {M, + rN/rN ) ;1 E n > of submodules of N/UN 
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is independent for every IE R. We also say that a submodule M of an 
RD-injective module N is RD-essentiul in N if there does not exist nonzero 
submodules M’ of N such that the family {AI, M’} is RD-independent. 
Recall that the category R-F& is cocomplete: if {(M,, d2) 1 ,I ~/i} is a 
family of filtered modules, its direct sum in the category R-Filt is 
(0, M,, d), where 4 is defined by d(r*) = on dA(r*) for every Y* E R* 
(Proposition 3.1). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let N be an RD-injective R-module, let s” = {M, 1 A E A} 
be a fami1.v of nonzero submodules qf N and let di and 4 be the filtrations on
M, and & M, induced by the natural filtration v of N. Then 9 is RD- 
independent if and only if& M,, 4) is the direct sum qf {(M,, #A) ( jl E A) 
in the category R-Filt. 
ProoJ: (x2 M,, 4) is the direct sum of the (M,, di))s if and only 
if (& 2lrl,) n rN= @1 (M, n rN) for every r E R. This happens if and 
only if the canonical epimorphism ( 0). M1 )/GA (Mj. n rN) + 
(C, Mn)/(& M,) n rN is a bijection for every r; since M,/(M, n rN) g 
M, + rN/rN and (C, ~%f,)/(x:, M ) n rN 2’ CA Mi. + rN/rN< NIrN, this is 
equivalent to the natural mapping @A (M, + rN/rN) -+ N/rN being injec- 
tive for every r E R, that is, to 9 being RD-independent. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a commutatitie ring, N be art RD-injective 
R-module and M be a submodule of N. Let v be the natural filtration on N 
and 4 the induced filtration on M. The following statements are equitlalent: 
(a) M is RD-essential in N; 
(b) (N, v) is the filtered entlelope of (M, 4); 
(c) T(M, 4) is an essential subobject of T(N, v) in the Grothendieck 
category (WCB, Ab). 
ProoJ (a)o (c) Suppose M is RD-essential in N. Since 4 is the 
filtration induced by v onto M, T(M, d) is a subobject of T(N, v) in the 
Grothendieck category (2&Z?, Ab). By Corollary 3.5, T(N, v) is injective, so 
that it contains an injective nvelope F of T(M, 4) as a direct summand. 
Again by Corollary 3.5 it follows that T(N, v) = T(N,, v,)@ T(N,, v2), 
where FZ T(N,, v,), vI, u2 are the natural filtrations on N,, N,, N = 
N1 @ N2 and Md N,. Since Al is RD-essential in N it follows immediately 
that N, = 0, i.e., that T(M, 4) is an essential subobject of T(N, v). Similarly 
for the converse. 
(b) o (c) By the remark after the detinition of filtered envelope, (N, v) is 
the filtered envelope of (M, 4) if and only if T(N, v) is the injective 
envelope of T(M, 4). 
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In the next Theorem, a cyclic filtered module (M, 4) is a filtered module 
(hf, 4) for which the R-module M is cyclic. 
THEOREM 4.3. Every RD-injectiue R-module is the filtered envelope of a 
direct sum (in the category R-Filt) of a family of cyclic filtered R-modules. 
ProoJ: Let N be an RD-injective R-module and let J be the set of all 
RD-independent families of nonzero cyclic submodules of N, partially 
ordered by inclusion. By Zorn’s Lemma B has a maximal element 
{M, 1 d E /1). By the maximality of this family it follows immediately that 
0;. M,. is RD-essential in N. By 4.2, N is the filtered envelope of 0;. Mj. 
with the filtration induced by the natural filtration of N. By Lemma 4.1 N 
is the filtered envelope of the direct sum of the cyclic filtered modules M,, 
1 E /I, where each M, has the filtration induced by N. 
Since (99, Ab) is a Grothendieck category, from [21] we immediately 
deduce that any two representations of an RD-injective module as the RD- 
injective envelope of a direct sum of RD-injective submodules have 
isomorphic relinements. Moreover, if M is the RD-injective envelope of a 
direct sum of indecomposable RD-injective modules. then any two such 
decompositions of M are isomorphic. This generalizes [21, Corollary 4.43 
from reduced torsion-free modules over integral domains to arbitrary 
modules over arbitrary commutative rings. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO PREFER, BI~OUT, AND VALUATION RINGS 
Now we apply the theory developed in the previous sections to the study 
of modules over particular classes of rings. In Section 1 we already recalled 
that over a Priifer ring the notions of purity and RD-purity coincide. 
Hence the main case to which our theory can be applied is for the study of 
pure-injective (i.e., algebraically compact) modules over Priifer rings. 
Bezout rings, that is, rings in which every finitely generated ideal is 
principal, form a particular class of Pri.ifer rings. If R is a B&out ring, the 
subcategory R9 of R-Mod whose objects are the modules R/Rr (r E R) is 
not an abelian category, but is a preadditive category with a null object in 
which every morphism has a cokernel: it is easily proved that in 99 the 
cokernel of a morphism is equal to the cokernel of that morphism in 
R-Mod, and that a morphism is epi in 39 if and only if it is surjective. In
this case (i.e., when R is a Bezout ring), the image of the full and faithful 
functor T: R-Filt -+ (99, Ab) of Proposition 3.3 is the full subcategory 
of (n.9, Ab) whose objects are the epi preserving functors of .%‘9 into 
Ab. Hence in this case the category R-Filt is equivalent to the category 
of all epi preserving additive functors of 29 into Ab. Moreover, if 
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F: R-Mod + R-Filt is the left-adjoint of the forgetful functor U: R-Filt + 
R-Mod, that is, F is the functor such that F(M) is the module M endowed 
with its natural filtration for every M in R-Mod, then the functor ToF: 
R-Mod -+ (99, Ab) is a full and faithful functor whose image is the full 
subcategory of (99, Ab) with the cokernel preserving functors of 89 into 
Ab as objects. Since we do not need these facts in the sequel we do not 
prove them here. Note that R-Mod is equivalent to the category of the 
cokernel preserving functors of 9% into Ab; we call them “cokernel preser- 
ving” and not “right exact” because .%9 is not abelian; left exact functors 
between two abelian categories have been studied in detail by Gabriel 
in [7]. 
In this section we mainly study indecomposable pure-injective modules 
over valuation rings. We begin with a remark we will use quite often. If R 
is a valuation ring, (N, u) is the filtered envelope of a liltered R-module 
(M, 4), s E R and d(s*) = 0, then sN = 0. To see this, note that CJ~ is induced 
on M by the natural filtration of E’ = n, ERIR,(M/&r*)) where I’ ranges in 
(Y E R 1 Rr 2 Rs} (the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 2.1). Since 
sE’= 0, a fortiori sN=O. In particular a module and its RD-injective 
envelope have the same annihilator. 
The proof of the first proposition of this section is partly modelled on 
[ 14, Theorem 2.31. Recall that a uniseriul module is a module whose set of 
submodules is totally ordered under C. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Pure-injective envelopes of uniserial modules over 
valuation rings are indecomposable modules. 
ProoJ: Let M be the pure-injective nvelope of a uniserial module U 
over a valuation ring R. Suppose M= A 0 B. 
Claim. Either Un (A @rB)c Un (rA@ B) for every r ER or 
lJn(A@rB)zUn(rA@B) for every rER. 
Proof of the claim. Suppose the contrary, i.e., that there exist r, s E R 
such that lJn(A@rB)s Un(rA@B) and Un(A@sB)q Un(sA@B). 
Without loss of generality we may suppose Rr G Rs, r = ts with t E R, say. 
Now we show that t(U n (A @sB)) = 0. For this it is sufficient to prove 
that tx = 0 for every XE U n (A@ sB), x 4 Un (sA@ B) because U is 
uniserial. But if xe Un (A@sB) and x$Un(sA@B), then 
x$Un(sAOsB)=UnsM=sU and txEt(Un(A@sB))EUn(A@tsB) 
= Un(AOrB)=[Un(AOrB)]n[Un(rAOB)] = Un(rAOrB)= 
U n rM = rU = tsU; since .Y 4 sU, tx = 0 by [6, Lemma 11. This proves that 
t(Un(A@sB))=O. 
It follows that rU=tsU=t(UnsM)ct(Un(A@sB))=O. Since 
Ann, U = Ann,M (a module has the same annihilator as its pure-injective 
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envelope), rM= 0. Hence rA = 0 and rB = 0, and since U n (rA @ B) 2 
Un(A@rB), UnA$ UnB. But AnB=O, so we obtain UnA=O and 
UnB#O. Now there exists ye Un(A@sB), y$ Un(sA@B). Since 
U n B #O, U n B is essential in U, and there exists u E R such that 
uq’ E U n B and UY # 0. In particular uy E (uA @ usB) n B = usB, hence 
UJJ E usM n U = usci. Since 14y # 0, it follows that ~7 E sU by [6, Lemma I ], 
But then y E U n (sA @ B), contradiction. This proves the claim. 
By the claim just proved, we may suppose that Un (12 0 rB) FE 
UnjrAOB) for every PER. It follows that rlJ=UnrM=Un(rA@rB) 
= Un(A@rB)nUn(rrl@B)=Un(4@rB) for every rER. In par- 
ticular (for r = 0) Un A = 0 and U + Al.4 is pure in M/A (lxcaust: 
(U+A/,4)nr(M/,4)=[(U+A)n(tl+rB)]/A = [Un(A+rB)]+A/A= 
rU+ A/A = r( U + A/A).) Since M is the pure-injective nvelope of Cr9 A 
must be equal to zero. This proves that M is indecomposable. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let R be a vahation ring and (M, 4) be a filtered R-module 
whose filtered erzvelope is indecomposable. Then for every r, s E R either 
&r*s*) = 0 or fj(r*) = (&r*s*): s). 
Proof. Suppose there exist r, SE R such that QI(r*s*) #O and 4(r*j s 
($(r*s*): s). (Note that qh(r*) E (d( r*s*): s) because sqS(r*) 5 $(r*s*).) IfT: 
R-Filt -+ (99, Ab) is the functor of Proposition 3.3, define two subfunctors 
H,, N2 of T(M, 4) in the following way: let 4’ be the filtration i duced by 
(b on the submodule #(r*s*) of M, and set H, = T(cj(r*s*), 4’); moreover? 
set H?(R/Rt) = ((Rt : r)(d(r*s*) : s)+ 4(t*))/&t*) < M/d(F) for every 
t* E R*. We must prove that H, is a subfunctor of T(M, d), i.e., that if r*: 
R/Ru + RIRv is a morphism in &X9, then T(M, d)(c() maps H,(R/Ru) into 
H2(R/Rv); this is equivalent to prove that if a E R and au E Ru then 
a[(Ru : r)(&r*s*): .s)+~(u*)] c (Rv : r)(qzS(r*s*) : s)+$(D*). This con- 
dition holds because a(Ru : r) c (Rv : r) and aqS(t4*) _C qd(v*). 
Let us show that for every t E R either H,(R/Rt) =0 or H,(R/Rt) =O. If 
H,(R/Rt)#O, then qS(r*s*) & &t*), so that Rrs & Rt. Hence s$(Rt: r), 
and therefore (Rt : r) 5 Rs. We claim that (Rt : r)(&r*s*) : s) E Q(F); in 
fact, if a E (Rt : r), then a = bs for some be R, so that a(&r*s*) : s) = 
bs(&r*s*) : s) c_ b&r*?) G 4(b *r*s*) = $(r*a*) ~&t*). This proves our 
claim, i.e., that H,(R/Rt) = 0. 
Therefore H, and Hz are two subfunctors of T(M, 4) such thar 
H, n H, = 0; moreover HI # 0 (because H,(R) F qh(r*s*) #O) and H, # 0 
(because H,(R/Rr) = (qS(r*s*) : s)/qi(r*) #O). It follows that the injective 
envelope of T(M, 4) in (929, Ab) is decomposable. But the injective 
envelope of T(A4,4) is the T-image of the filtered envelope of M. Therefore 
the filtered envelope of M is decomposable. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let R he a valuation ring, (C, 4) a cyclic filtered R-module 
such that the filtered envelope qf (C, 4) is indecomposable. Let r be an 
element of R such that 0 f&r*) # C. Then 
(a) if t, u E R and t = ur, then &t*) = u&r*); 
(b) if t. v E R and r = vt, then +(t*) = (&(r*) : v); 
(c) the filtration d on C is uniquely determined by the element r E R 
and by the proper nonzero submodule &r*) of C, 
ProoJ: (a) We can suppose C= R/I, so that &r*) = J/I with I$ J$ R. 
By Lemma 5.2 either 4(u*r*)=O or d(r*)= (b(r*u*) : u). If d(u*r*) =O, 
then u&r*) E &u*r*) = 0, so that z&r*) = 0 = &t*) in this case. Hence we 
may suppose &u*r*) # 0, u # 0 and #(r*) = (&r*u*) :c u). Set 
&r*u*)=K/I with I$ KS R. Then J= (K:, u). By [17, Lemma 5.11 
uJ= K, that is, &t*) = u&r*). 
Part (b) follows from Lemma 5.2 and part (c) follows from (a) and (b). 
THEOREM 5.4. A faithful module M over a valuation ring R is an 
indecomposable pure-injective module if and only if it is either an indecom- 
posable injective module (that is, the injective envelope of a cyclic module), 01 
the pure-injective nveIope qf a faithful proper ideal of R. 
ProoJ Indecomposable injective modules and pure-injective nvelopes 
of ideals are indecomposable pure-injective modules (Proposition 5.1). 
Conversely suppose M is a faithful indecomposable pure-injective 
module over a valuation ring R, and suppose M is not injective. By 
Corollary 2.3, M is not divisible, so that there exist r E R and x E M such 
that Ann,rs Ann,s and x$rM. 
Let us prove that Ann, r = Ann, x. If s E Ann, x, then sx = 0, so that 
XE (rsM : s). By Lemma 5.2, applied to M endowed with its natural 
filtration, either rsM= 0 or (rsM : s) = rM. Since x $ rM, we deduce that 
rsM= 0. But M is faithful, so that rs = 0. This proves that SE Ann, r and 
Ann, r = Ann, X. 
Now M is indecomposable, whence it is the filtered envelope of its sub- 
module RX, where Ru is endowed with the filtration q4 induced by the 
natural filtration of M. Since XI+ rM, we must have x I$ &r*), and since 
.Y #O and Ann, r = Ann, X, also r ~0, so that &r*) #O by the remark 
before Proposition 5.1 because M is faithful. Therefore Lemma 5.3 applies 
to (Rx, d), r and b(r*), that is, 4 is determined by r and &r*). 
Now let I be the proper ideal (d(r*) :R x) of R. Since rxc RX n 
rM= d(r*), the ideal I contains Rr. Let ti be the filtration Rr induced by 
the natural filtration of 1. Then the filtered envelope of (Rr, $) is a direct 
summand of the pure-injective envelope N of 1; but N is indecomposable by 
Proposition 5.1, so that N is exactly the filtered envelope of (Rr, $). In 
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order to show that MZ N, it is sufficient to prove that (RX, $) 2 (Rr, +). 
This follows from the fact that Ann, I’= Ann, s, so that there is an 
R-module isomorphism f: Rr + Rx defined by f (ar) = ax for every a E R; 
moreover f($(r*)) = f(h) = IX = b(r*), because if J’E d(r*) E Rx and 
J= bx with b E R, then b E (d(r*) : X) = I and y E IX; by Lemma 5.3 f is an 
isomorphism of filtered modules. Hence MZ N is the pure-injective 
envelope of the proper ideal I of R. Since M is faithful, I must be faithful 
too. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let t be a ,faithfuI proper ideal of a t?aluation ring R. Then 
n (rI( rER,r#O0)=0. 
Proof. Suppose I is a faithful proper ideal of R such that n (rl / I’ E R, 
r#O} #O. Then S= n {rR 1 rER, r#O) #O is the intersection of all non- 
zero ideals of R, i.e., it is the minimal nonzero ideal of R (the socle of Rj. In 
particular S annihilates all proper ideals of R; since I is faithful, I cannot be 
proper, contradiction. 
By Theorem 5.4 we are led to the study of the pure-injective envelopes M 
of the faithful proper ideals I of R. With a method similar to the proofs of 
Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.1 and applying Lemma 5.5 it would be easy 
to see that in this case M is a direct summand of n, ;tO E,,,JI/rl). but in 
the next Theorem we shall give a better description of A4. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let R be a valuation ring, I a ,fizitlzfirl ideal I$ R srrch 
that n (rII rcR, r#Oj =O, arld M the pure-irrjecthe emelope of I. 
Then M/YMz ER,.rR(I/rI) for every I’ E R, I’ # 0. IIT particular. 
h4 2 b, + o E,;,,( Z/rl). 
Proof1 Fix r E R, I’ # 0, and suppose rI= I. Let E be the minimal injec- 
tive cogenerator in R-Mod (= the injective envelope of the simple 
R-module). Since the multiplication by r is a surjection I+ I, the 
multiplication by r is also a surjection Hom(Hom(l, E), E) -+ 
Hom(Hom(1, E), E), that is, r Hom(Hom(1, E), E) = Hom(Hom(1, E), E). 
But $I is isomorphic to a summand of Hom(Hom(1. E), Ej, which contains 
I as a pure submodule [3, Proposition 2.21, so that rM= M. Therefore in 
this case M,!rMr ER,.,JI/rl), and for the rest of the proof we can suppose 
rlf I. 
Note that for a, b E R (a(A4/rM) : 6) = ((ah4 + r&f) : b)/rM, so that by 
[20, Theorem 41 (which also holds for arbitrary valuation rings R) M/r&f 
is a pure-injective R-module because M is pure-injective. In particular 
M/rM is pure-injective as an R/rR-module. Moreover I/r4 is a pure R,/rR- 
submodule of M/rM as it is immediately verified. 
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Now we show that I/rI is divisible as an R/rR-module. Let a= 
a + rR E RjrR and .? = x + rIE I/r1 be such that Ann,,,ti G AnnRirR X. If 
a=0 +rR, then T=O+ rI belongs to ti(Z/rI). Suppose ii#rR. Then 
Ra 2 Rr, say r = ab for some noninvertible b E R. Then 6= 
b +~RE Ann tic Ann 2, i.e., bxErI=abZ. It follows that XE (abl: b). Since 
abI=rZ#O, it follows that (ab1: b)=aI [17, Lemma5.11, so that ?c~aI, 
and ,U E Z(I/lrl). This proves that IjrI is divisible as an R/rR-module, so that 
its pure-injective envelope as an RjrR-module is ERirR(IjrI) (Lemma 2.2). 
It follows that E R:.,R(I/rI) isisomorphic to a summand of MjrM. 
In order to prove that M/rM 2 E,,,,,(I/rI) it is now sufficient to prove 
that I+ rM/rMz I/rI is RD-essential in hilt-M. Suppose the contrary and 
let N/rM be a nonzero submodule of M/rM such that {N/rM, Z-t rM/rMj 
is an RD-independent family. Then (N + sM) n (I+ sM) = sM for every 
SE R with Rs? Rr. Since iV/rM is nonzero. there exists x E N, x$rM; then 
(Rx + sM) n (I+ sM) = sM for every s E R with Rs 2 Rr. Let t E R be any 
element such that rt # 0. Then rtI# 0, so that rtM# 0. Since M is an 
indecomposable pure-injective R-module, rM = rtM : t by Lemma 5.2, 
that is, the multiplication by t induces an injective homomorphism 
M/rM + Mjrt M. From this and the equality (Rx + rM)/rM n 
(I+ rM)/rM= 0 we obtain (Rt.x+ rtM)/rtMn (tI+ rtM)/rtM= 0, tx$ rtM 
and tl g rtM. Since (Rx + rtM)/rtM and (I+ rtM)/rtM are uniserial 
modules, their nonzero submodules (Rtx f rtM)/rtM and (tl+ rtM)/rtM 
are essential, and therefore (Rx + rtM)/rtM n (I+ rtM)/rtM = 0. 
We have thus proved that (Rx +sM) n (I+ sM) =sM for every 
SE R, s#O. In particular Rxn Ic n,,, [(Rx+sM)n (Z+sM)] n I = 
0 s + 0 sM n I = n s + 0 sl = 0. Therefore (Rx + .sM) n (I + sM) = sM for every 
s E R, i.e., {RX, Z) is an RD-independent family of submodules of M, con- 
tradiction by Lemma 4.2. This proves that M/rMr E,,,,(I/rI). 
Finally, since M is pure-injective and flr+O rM = 0, M is Hausdorff and 
complete in the R-topology [SO, Corollary 71. In particular 
Mrl&.+, M/M r l&~, + 0 E,;,,( f/rI). 
In the next theorem we suppose that the valuation ring R possesses a 
faithful uniserial module U such that {Ann, x 1 XE U) = {Rr 1 r # 01. If 
there exists such an R-module U, then the ring R has zero socle (because 
O=Ann U=nlEL, Ann x = nr fO Rr). We do not know if this condition is 
also sufficient, i.e., if for every valuation ring R with zero socle there exists 
a faithful uniserial R-module U such that {Ann XJ x E C7} = (Rr I r # O}. 
Such a module U exists if R is a domain (take U = Q/R, where Q is the 
field of fractions of R). or a homomorphic image R/I with zero socle of a 
domain R (take U = (R :a Z)/R), or if the prime ideal of zero-divisors of R 
is not faithful [17, Theorem 5.51, or if the R-topology on R is first coun- 
table [17, Theorem 5.51, or if R has zero socle and E,(R/Rr,) has a pure 
uniserial submodule (here r,, is a nonzero and noninvertible element of R.) 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let R be u valuation ring and let U be a faithful uniseriai 
R-module such that {Ann x ( .Y E U} = (Rr j r E R, r # 0 1, 
(a) [f E is an indecomposable injective R-module and 
Hom,( Lr, E) # 0, then Hom,( U, E) is an indecomposable pure-injective 
R-module. 
(b) [f I is a proper ,faithful ideul of R, PE(I) is the pure-injective 
envelope of I and E(RJlj is the injective envelope of the cyclic module R/I, 
the>1 
PE(I) r Hom,(U, E(R/I)) and E(R/I) 2 U@ R PE(I). 
ProoJ (a) Step 1. For x, y E U, Rv c RJJ if and only if Ann, x 2 Ann, y. 
Suppose Rx $!L Ry. Then R.u 3 Ry, because U is uniserial, so that y = r.x 
with r E R, r noninvertible. Hence Ann y = (Ann .Y : r). Since Ann J’ and 
Ann s are nonzero principal ideals and r is not invertible, it follows that 
Ann 1’2 Ann x. The converse is trivial. ” 7 
Step 2. For q5 E Hom,( U, Ej and r E R, one has q5 E r Hom,( U, Ej if 
and on/~* if q5( Ann o r ) = 0. 
If 4 E r Hom,( U, E) and 4 = r$ with $ E Hom,( U, E), then &Ann,: r) = 
r$(Ann,: r) c $(r Ann,,. r) = $(O) =O. 
Conversely, suppose q4(Ann, r) = 0. Then q5: U -+ E induces a 
homomorphism 4’: U/Ann,, r + E and the multiplication by r induces a 
monomorphism p: UjAnn,. r + U. Since E is injective, there exists 
I/I E Hom(U, E) such that y?p = 4’. The composition with the canonical 
projection II: U + U/Ann, r gives 1+4 = qY7c = $p~c = $r = r$. 
Step 3. The homomorphism @: U@ R Hom( U, E) -+ E defined b?, 
@(u @ 4 j = d(u j for u E U and 4 E Hom( U, E) is injective. 
(Note that @ is well defined because U x Hom( Cr, E) -+ E, (u, 4) I+ 4(u) 
is R-bilinear.) 
Since U is uniserial, every finite subset of U is contained in a cyclic sub- 
module of U. This implies that every element of UQ Hom( U, E) can be 
written as u@q5 with 11~ U and q5 ~Hom( U, E). Now fix II and q5 with 
1104 E ker @. Then d(u) =O and Ann, II = Rr for a suitable r E R. By 
Step 1, Ann, r G Ru. Hence &Ann,, r) = 0. By Step 2, q5 E r Hom,(U, E). 
Hence q5 =I$ for a suitable $ E Horn ,J U, E) and llQ&= 
(ru) @ II, = 0 @ I/I = 0. This proves that di is injective. 
Step 4. Hom( U, E) is indecomposable. 
If Hom(U, E)= POP, then Ez@(UOR(P@Q))=@(U@P)@ 
@(U@ Q) where @ is the monomorphism of Step 3. Since E is indecom- 
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posable and injective we can suppose @(U@ P) = 0. This means that if 
4 E P, then 4(u) = 0 for every u E U. Hence 4 = 0. This proves that P = 0. 
Step 5. Hom(U, E) is pure-ifzjective. 
If A -+ B is a pure monomorphism, then A @ U + B@ U is a 
monomorphism, so that Hom(B@ U, E) + Hom(A 0 U, E) is surjective. 
This proves that Hom(B, Hom( U, E)) -+ Hom(A, Hom( U, E)) is surjective, 
that is, Hom( U, E) is pure-injective. 
In this way we have concluded the proof of part (a). 
(b) Step 6. rf x E E(R/I), then Ann, x # 0. 
Suppose x E E(R/Z) and Ann, x = 0. If J’ E Rx n (R/Z) and J’ # 0, then 
Ann J’ is a faithful ideal because it contains the faithful ideal Z. But Rx 2 R, 
so that the unique element y E R.K whose annihilator is a faithful ideal is 
J’= 0, contradiction. 
Step 7. Zf E = E(R/Z), the homomorphism @ in Step 3 is an 
isornorphism. 
We already know that @ is injective. Let us prove that it is surjective. If
XE E(RjZ), then Ann x #O (Step 6) so that there exists u E U such that 
Ann.usAnn..y (because {Annz(zEU)={RrlrER,r#O)). The 
morphism Ru + E(R/Z), u ti x, can be extended to a morphism 4: 
U+E(R/Z); then @(u@~)=&u)=.Y. 
Step 8. Proof of(b). 
Since (Annx(xEU)={RrjrER, r#O), Ugh,,,R/Rr, where the 
homomorphisms d,,, :R/Rr -+ R/Rs are given by dl.*( 1+ Rr) = I,,, + Rs, for 
suitable x,,, E R [ 17, Theorem 3.11 and (Rs : x,,,,) = Rr for every Rr 2 Rs. 
It follows that U@Zrl&,+, (R/Rr@Z)zl&,, Z/rZ, where in the last 
limit the homomorphisms Z/rZ+ Z/.sZ are induced by the multiplication by 
x r,l. Since R-‘c,,~ r = Rs, (sZ : x,,, )= ( x,,rZ:x,,)=rZ by [17, Lemma 5.11. 
Hence the homomorphisms Z/rZ -+ Z/sZ are monomorphisms, and 
lim -+TTO Z/rZz U@ Z is uniserial. Moreover, if iE Z and u @ i is the zero 
element of U@ Z for every u E U, then u@ i is the zero element of 
(RIRr)@Zr Z/rZ for every u E R/Rr and r E R, r #O; therefore ie rZ for 
every rER; by Lemma5.5 n,+,rZ=O, so that i=O. 
Since UQ Z is uniserial and has a submodule isomorphic to Z/rZ, 
ER(U@Z) ? E,(R/I). Fix a monomorphism I$: U0Z-t ER( R/Z). Define a 
homomorphism Y? Z-t Hom( U, E,(R/Z)) by Y(i)(u) = C$(U 0 i) for every 
14 E U, iE Z. Then Y is a monomorphism. because if V(i) = 0, then 
&24 @ i) = 0 for every tl E U, so that u @ i = 0 for every u E U, and therefore 
i = 0 by the argument of the preceding paragraph. Moreover Y is a pure 
monomorphism, because if i E Z and Y(i) E r Hom( U, E(R,/Z)), then 
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!R(i)(Ann,:r)=O (Step2), i.e., u@i=O for every zdEAnn,:r. By the 
argument of the previous paragraph, U@ i is the zero element of 
(R/Rr) 0 I; IjrI for every u E R/Rr. Therefore i E rI. 
Hence I is isomorphic to a pure submodule of Hom( U, E( R/I), which is 
pure-injective and indecomposable (Steps 4 and 5). This proves that 
PE(I) z Hom( CT, E( R/I)). Finally, by Steps 7 and 8, E(R/I) I U @ PE(I). 
Theorem 5.7 is connected to Matlis’ Proposition 3.2 in [ 131, Warfield’s 
proof of Corollary 4.4 in [21] and the author’s Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 
in [SJ 
Note that if R is any ring and I is any ideal of R, then the pure-injective 
envelopes of any R/I-module as an R-module and as an R/I-module coin- 
cide. Similarly if S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R and Rs is the 
localization of R at S, then the pure-injective envelopes of any R,-module 
as an R-module and as an Rx-module coincide. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let R be u valuation ring and let U be a j&&l 
uniserial R-module such that (Ann x 1 .x E U} = { Rr j r E R, r # 01. Then a 
nonzero R-module is indecomposable and pure-injectioe f arid only if it is 
isomorphic to Hom,(M, E) where E is an indecomposable injectioe R-module 
arld M is either a cyclic R-module or a submodule qf U. 
Proof. Let P be an indecomposable pure-injective R-module and 
set R’ = R/Ann P. Then P is a faithful indecomposable pure-injective 
R’-module. By Theorem 5.4, P is either an indecomposable injective R’- 
module or the pure-injective envelope of a proper faithful ideal I’ = l/Ann P 
of R’. In the first case P z Hom,(R/Ann P, E), where E is an indecom- 
posable injective R-module. In the second case consider the uniserial 
R’-module U’= {-YE U ( Ann,xsAnn, P). Then (Ann,,x j .YE U,\= 
{R’r’ /r’ E R’, r’ #O> and u’ is faithful as an R’-module (because if 
Ann.. u’= nr.tO R’r’ is nonzero, then R’ has nonzero socle, so that R’ has 
no proper faithful ideals.) By Theorem 5.6, P 2 Horn&u’, E,.(R’/Z’)) z 
Horn&U’, E,( R/I)). 
Conversely, suppose E is an indecomposable injective R-module. If 
M = R/I, then Hom,( M, E) is an indecomposable injective R/l-module, 
hence an indecomposable pure-injective R-module. If M is a noncyclic sub- 
module of U, set R’ = R/Ann M, so that M is a faithful uniserial R’-module. 
Note that by Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 5.7, an element XE C’ 
belongs to M if and only if Ann,x 3 Ann, M (because M is not cyclic). 
Hence {Ann,,s 1 xc&f) = (R’r’ ) r’ER’, r’f0). By Theorem 5.7(a) 
Hom,(M, E) = Hom,.(M, Ann, Ann, M) is an indecomposable pure- 
injective R’-module, hence an indecomposable pure-injective R-module. 
We conclude this section by considering the global case of Priifer rings. 
Recall that an ideal is irreducible if it is not the intersection of two ideals 
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properly containing it. Equivalently, I is irreducible if and only if E,(R/I) is 
indecomposable. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let R be a Priifer ing. A nonzero R-module is a pure- 
injective indecomposable R-module if and only if either it is the pure-injective 
envelope sf I~, /JwJI 7 where JG I c Al are ideals in R with ,/Z maximal, or it 
is isomorphic to E, ,,(R/I), where JG I are ideals in R with I irreducible. 
ProoJ: If A4 is a pure-injective indecomposable R-module, then 
End,(M) is a local ring [26, Theorem 9(3)]. It follows that P= 
{r E R 1 x w rx is not an automorphism of M} is a prime ideal of R contain- 
ing J= Ann, M. Let Jfl be a maximal ideal of R containing P. Then 
E has an (R/J),,-module structure and is an indecomposable faithful 
pure-injective (R/J) ,lt-module. Now the conclusion follows easily from 
Theorem 5.4 and the fact that “indecomposability” and “pure-injectivity” 
behave well with respect to localization and passing to a factor ring. We 
leave the details to the reader. 
It was Ziegler [25, Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.41 who first proved that 
over a commutative ring R the indecomposable pure-injective modules are 
modules over a localization of R. The technique we employed in the proof 
of Theorem 5.9 is due to him. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO VALUATION DOMAINS 
The results of the previous sections can be expressed in a more complete 
form when the ring R under consideration is a valuation domain. For 
instance, form Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 one obtains the next 
corollary, which was already proved in [25, p. 1681 (see also [14, 
Theorem 2.3 ] ). 
COROLLARY 6.1. Over a valuation domain R with field of fractions Q the 
indecomposable pure-injective modules are e.xact[Jy the pure-injective 
envelopes of the modules I/J where Js I are R-submodules of Q. 
Proof: The pure-injective envelope of I/J is indecomposable by 
Proposition 5.1. Conversely, let A4 be a pure-injective indecomposable 
R-module. If XE M, x#O, and 4 is the filtration on Rx induced by the 
natural filtration of M, then M is the filtered envelope of (Rx, 4). Set 
J= Ann, x and let I denote the R-submodule of Q generated by 
{r-’ 1 rE R, r #O, b(~*) = Rx). Then the homomorphism f: Rx+I/J 
defined by f(x) = 1 + J is an embedding, and we claim that the natural 
filtration of I,,J induces the filtration 4 on Rx via J: If we prove the claim, 
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then the littered envelope A4 of (Rx, 4) is a direct summand of the pure- 
injective nvelope of I/J. By Proposition 5.1 it then follows that M is the 
pure-injective envelope of IJJ. 
In order to prove the claim we must show that &s*) = (s1n R)x for 
every s E R. This is trivial for s = 0. Moreover, ~12 R if and only if s ~ I E 1, 
that is. if and only if &s*) = Rx. Therefore to prove the claim it is sufficient 
to prove that &s*) =SZX for every SE R such that s #O, sZ$ R and 
&s*)s Rx. Now if r-i E I is a generator of I, then d(r* j = Rx, so that 
Rss Rr and su-‘BEST-‘~(~*)~~((sr-‘r)*)=~(s*), that is, sl.uc&s*j. 
Conversely, if a.~ E&S*) for some nonzero ax E Rx, then either as-’ E R or 
a-‘s~ R. In this second case &am’s)* = (&s*) : a) contains s, i.e., 
&a-‘~) = Rx and a,-’ E I. Hence in both cases as ~ ’ E I and ax E six. This 
proves the claim. 
Now we describe the pure-injective nvelopes of the modules Z/J of 
Corollary 6.1. For this we need two notions: Krull’s maximai immediare 
extensions of valuations domains and torsion-free COWPS of modules over 
domains [4. 11. Let R be an integral domain, A an R-module, D a torsion- 
free R-module. and 0: D + A an R-homomorphism. The pair (D,8) is a 
torsion-free l$ing of A if given any torsion-free R-module X and 
R-homomorphism f: X* A, then there exists an R-homomorphism 1.: 
X’-t D such that 6)” = J: A torsion-free lifting (0, 6) of -4 is called a torsion- 
-free coz’er of A if ker 0 contains no nonzero RD-pure submodule of D. 
Torsion-free covers exist and are unique up to isomorphism for any 
domain R and R-module A [4]. 
hMMA 6.2. Let R be a oaluation domain, P a prime ideal in R, T a 
maximal immediate estensiotz of the localization R, of R at P, Q(T) the field 
offractions of T. If B s z4 are T-submodules of Q( T) and K: A 3 A/B is the 
carloniral projection, then A/B is pure-injectiue as an R-module and (A, z) is 
a torsion-free cotler of -4/B as an R-module. 
Proqf Since T is a maximal valuation domain, its field of fractions 
Q(T) is linearly compact (in the discrete topology) as a T-module, so that 
every T-subquotient of Q(T) is pure-injective [20, Proposition 93. In par- 
ticular A/B and B are pure-injective T-modules. But T is a flat R,-algebra 
and R, is a flat R-algebra, so that every pure-injective T-module is a pure- 
injective R-module. Hence A/B and B are pure-injective as R-modules. 
Fix any torsion-free R-module X. Then any exact sequence of R-modules 
0 + B + Y -+ X-t 0 is (RD-) pure, hence splits. This proves that 
Extk(X, B) =O. In particular, the projection rr induces an epimorphism 
Hom,(X, -4) 4 Hom,(X, A/B). This shows that (.4, n) is a torsion-free 
lifting of A/B. 
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Let x be any nonzero element of B. Since ‘4 5 B G Q(T), there exist y E B, 
J’ $ A, and I’ E R such that ry =x. Therefore the RD-pure submodule of B 
generated by x is not contained in A and A does not contain nonzero 
RD-pure submodules of B. This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let R be a valuation domain lilith field of fractions Q, let 
JC I be R-submodules of Q and let S be the multiplicatively closed subset 
(rcRlrI=I, rJ=J) of R. IfT IS a mas-imal immediate xtension qf the 
localization Rs of R at S, then IT/JT is the pure-injective envelope of I/J. 
ProoJ: The R-module IT/JT is pure-injective by Lemma 6.2, and 
obviously I/J is pure in IT/JT. Hence in order to prove the theorem it is 
sufficient to show that IT,iJT is an indecomposable R-module. Now S is the 
complement in R of the union of the two prime ideals I# and J# 
(notations as in [S]). 
If I# EJ’, then R, = RJx, and IT/JT G Q( T)/JT = ER( Q/J) [ 5, 
Theorem 41. Since ER( Q/J) is an indecomposable injective R-module, 
IT/JT is indecomposable in this first case. 
Otherwise, if 1’ 3 J#, then S=jr~R(rl=Zl and Js=JsI=Is, so 
that JTs IT and n: IT + IT/JT is the torsion-free cover of IT/Jr 
(Lemma 6.2). Since IT is the pure-injective envelope of the ideal I of R [S, 
Theorem 31, IT is an indecomposable R-module. Hence ITjJT, a module 
whose torsion-free cover is indecomposable, is indecomposable too. 
Lemma 6.2 enables us to give an algebraic proof of another result due to 
Ziegler [25, p. 1681. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let R be a valuation domain with field of fractions Q, 
and let J$ I, J’ 5 I’ be R-submodules of Q. Then the pure-injective envelopes 
of [IJ and I’/J’ are isomorphic if and only if there exists qE Q, q # 0 such 
that Iq = T and Jq = J’. 
Proo$ The if part is trivial. 
Suppose that the pure-injective envelopes of IJJ and r/J’ are isomorphic. 
Set S = {r E R 1 rl= I, rJ = JJ, let T be a maximal immediate extension of 
R, and let 7~: IT+ IT/JT be the canonical projection. Similarly define S’, 
T’ and n’ for r and S. Then there is an R-isomorphism & IT/JT+ 
I’T’/J’T’ (Theorem 6.3). By the uniqueness of the torsion-free cover and by 
Lemma 6.2 there is an R-isomorphism $: IT-+ I’T such that dn = n’$. 
Since Q(T) and Q( T’), the fields of fractions of T and T, are the in.jective 
envelopes of IT and I’T as R-modules, $ extends to an R-module 
isomorphism @: Q(T) + Q( T’) such that @(IT) = I’T’ and @(JT) = J’T’. 
Write G(1) as qu where q E Q and u is a unit of T. Then the 
Q-isomorphism U-‘~0: Q(T) -+ Q( T’) maps the pure R-submodule I of IT 
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onto the pure R-submodule Iq of Z’T’. But the pure submodule of I’T 
generated by Iq is Q n I’T = I’. This proves that Iq = I’. Similarly Jq = J’, 
We conclude with a remark. A discrete valuation domain R with the 
ascending chain condition on the set of prime ideals has the property that 
every nonzero pure-injective R-module contains a nonzero uniserial pure 
submodule. To prove this, fix a nonzero pure-injective R-module M and 
consider the set & = (Ann 112 1 171 E AX, m # O}. which is totally ordered 
under E, Now if m E M and 117 # 0, then Ann m = rP for some nonzero 
I’ E R and prime ideal P by [24, Theorem 4 (i) * (iii)]. But then 
Ann(?m) = P, i.e., the prime ideals of d are cofinal in d. Since R has the 
a.c.c. on prime ideals, there is an s E M, I # 0, such that J= Ann x is the 
maximal element of d (and is a prime ideal). Now argue as in the proof of 
Corollary 6.1: let q5 be the filtration on Rx induced by the natural filtration 
of M and let I denote the R-module generated by {V ’ I Y E R, I’ # 0. 
&r*) = Rx’, E (2. As in the proof of Corollary 6.1, in order to show that M 
has a direct summand isomorphic to the pure-injective envelope of I/J, it is 
sufficient to show that the natural filtration of r/J induces the filtration q5 
on R-u via .f: Rx + I/J, SM 1 + J. Hence we must prove that d(s*) = 
jsln R)s for every s E R. As in the proof of Corollary 6.1 one can suppose 
s # 0, ~1s R, &s*) L$ Rx and one proves that d(s*) 2 ~I.Y. For the reverse 
inclusion (where we made use of the indecomposability of M) now we take 
ax E &s* ) = Rx n SM. with CI E R and us # 0. Then ns = SJ~ for some y E M. 
and either IIS-’ E R or a-’ s E R. In this second case, s = as’ for some s’ E R, 
so that ax = 0s’~ and a(x- s’J~) =O. But nx #O, so that a $ J; by the 
maximality of J in d, a is not a zero-divisor in M, so that x = s’y E s’M 
and &s’* ) = Rx n s’M = Rx. Therefore us-’ = (s’) - ’ E I and a-x E six: as 
desired. 
In particular, a discrete valuation domain with the a.c.c. on prime ideals 
has the property that every pure-injective R-module is the pure-injective 
envelope of a direct sum of modules of type I/J. In this case by 
Proposition 6.4 and by the remark in the last paragraph of Section 4 the 
class of pure-injective R-modules has an independent complete set of 
invariants indexed in the set 9~; - , where 9 = ((J, I) 1 J 5 IC Q 1 and - is 
the equivalence relation in 9 defined by (J, I) - (J’, I’) if there exists a non- 
zero q E Q such that Iq = I’ and Jq = J’. Note that by the results in [S] and 
[ 101 for every ring R there always exists an extremally disconnected 
compact space X, such that every pure-injective R-module is completely 
determined (up to isomorphism) by continuous functions defined on X,. 
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